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Copenhagen Pride Week 2019 goes down from 13. - 18. August and we have worked really 
hard to put together a diverse and inclusive program containing both deadly serious as well as 
fun events. We have strived to make sure that you will feel represented in the many debates, 
workshops, concerts and more quirky activities that all make up the program of 2019.

This year we proudly present you with the biggest human rights program ever including 
several new venues and tracks and we have also worked to ensure that our debates and 
workshops will be safe spaces for everyone. A big thank you to our human rights team for all 
the voluntary hours they have spent to come up with this year’s program.

Our show and concert team has also been working hard again this year. Their effort means 
that we can present artists such as Vivacious, Tina Dico (Tina Dickow), Robin Skouteris, 
Birthe Kjær and Lydmor alongside Swedish “allsång”, queens, kings, the Salmon of the Year 
Award and so much more on Pride Stage.

Copenhagen City Hall Square will become Pride Square dressed up in rainbow colours as 
of Tuesday 13. August and until Saturday 17. August. We will open up Pride Square daily 
at noon and this year you can meet LGBT Danmark, Sabaah, Coca-Cola, Homoware, Wella, 
Copenhagen 2021, Cock’s & Cows, 7-Eleven, AIDS Foundation, Barefoot Wine, Pan Idræt, 
Kafe Knud, FH (The Danish Trade Union Confederation) and several other partners who are 
present on Pride Square throughout Pride Week.

Copenhagen Pride continues growing and every year we outnumber the previous year when 
we get together under the rainbow. This makes us both proud and happy, and at the same 
time it is important because visibility is key in order to put focus on the lives and conditions of 
the lgBTQiA+ population. 

Copenhagen Pride Week is still free to attend, and we believe it should remain so. A program 
as large as this one would therefore not be possible without our partners and sponsors who 
choose to support us financially or in other ways. That support is necessary and important, 
and we do hope you will pay attention to all the organisations, brands and companies who 
support the festival and the core values that Copenhagen Pride carries in its rainbow heart.

Another important thing is your direct support. By buying our official support collection 
including our wristband, pin and CPH Pride x Mads Nørgaard Wear or getting your beverages 
in our Copenhagen Pride bars you support us and help to enable the festival.

We look forward to seeing you for Copenhagen Pride Week 2019 and we hope you will find 
lots of interesting activities in the program that you will want to take part in.

Happy Pride and lots of love from
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Thank you to our main sponsors
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Tina Dico
under the rainbow

Thursday night on Pride Stage is all 
about spectacular live music with a 
lineup of both up-and-coming as well 
as more established artists perform-
ing live on stage for “Under the Rain-
bow”, serving amazing music in every 
colour of the rainbow. Headlining this 
year’s Under the Rainbow is one of 
Denmark’s best singer-songwriters 
Tina Dickow (known outside of Den-
mark as Tina Dico).

read more at page 22
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Mother  has arrived

Vivacious fra Rupaul's Drag Race

The hugely popular Drag Night goes 
down on Friday night during Pride 

Week and this year Copenhagen 
Pride guests will be honoured with 
the presence of a real living legend 

known from RuPaul’s Drag Race 
season 6. Yes, you guessed it. Mother 

has arrived. Vivacious is this year’s 
international super queen on Pride 

stage.

read more at page 26
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Copenhagen Pride Week

View the full program for Copenhagen 
Pride Week that is bigger than ever. 

With over 80 debates and workshops 
in the human rights program and a 

Pride Stage line-up with spectacular 
performers, you can look forward to a 
week of great and memorable experi-

ences.

View the full program at page 36 - 62
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ThE WORlDPRIDE  
BaTON 
IS OURS

A
t the closing ceremony of WorldPride 
2019 | Stonewall 50, a delegation from 
Copenhagen Pride took the stage to invite 

everyone to the next WorldPride, which will take 
place in Copenhagen and Malmö on August 12-22, 
2021.

- WorldPride 2019 has been a magnificent 
celebration of the moment that sparked our 
movement 50 years ago. Now we hope you’ll all 
join us in two years’ time to write the next chapter 
in our movement’s history, Lars Henriksen, chair 
of Copenhagen Pride, said from the stage.

Copenhagen Pride's chairperson, Lars Henriksen, 
accepts the WorldPride baton on stage.

Copenhagen Pride took part in WorldPride 
2019 in New York City and the commemoration 
of the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots. 
Besides marching in the WorldPride Parade the 
Danish delegation was also on stage during the 
closing ceremony to invite the massive crowd 
to Copenhagen and Malmö in 2021.
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The inaugural WorldPride was held in Rome 
in 2000 in an effort from InterPride, the 
international association of pride organizers 
and licensor of WorldPride, to gather and 
celebrate the international LGBTQ+ community 
and promote LGBTQ+ issues internationally. 
The event has since then been hosted in cities 
such as London, Toronto and Madrid.

- Now the baton has been passed on to 
Copenhagen and Malmö. Our two countries 
have a proud history of championing equality 
and standing up for our community, says Lars 
Henriksen. – WorldPride 2021 will continue this 
proud tradition of blazing the trail by shining a 
light on the barriers that lgBTQ+ people still 
face around the world.

The organizing team behind WorldPride 2021 
promises an 11-days pride festival consisting 
of hundreds of events such as open-air 
concerts, art exhibitions, movie screenings, 
and parties – most of the events expected to 
be free of charge. The organizers also plan for 
an international conference and an open-for-
all democracy festival to raise awareness on 
LGBTQ+ rights around the world. In addition to 
all this, the LGBTQ+ sporting event EuroGames 
is planned to coincide with WorldPride 2021.

- We will seek to leverage WorldPride as a 
platform to raise awareness among the public, 
educate our own community, elevate LGBTQ+ 
issues around the world, and amplify the voices 
of activists, says Lars Henriksen. – And we will 
do so by putting inclusivity front and centre. We 
strive to make sure that everyone, whomever 
they love or however they identify, will feel 
included.

The organizers expect approx. 750,000 guests 
for WorldPride and Eurogames in Copenhagen 
and Malmö. It is the first time ever that the two 
events are celebrated in parallel and in two 
cities, and the combined event has been named 
Copenhagen 2021.

Over 300 people marched 
with  Copenhagen 2021 during 

WorldPride in NYC, 2019
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SUPPORT COPENHAGEN PRIDE’S WORK
for human rights and equality and get special deals in 
selected stores during Pride Week from 
12. - 18. August, 2019.

50 DKK
The Support Wristband is in stores from 15/7 - 18/8-2019.

More info at copenhagenpride.dk.
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RaINBOW aRT  
THROUGHOUT PRIDE WEEK

Recent years have seen several museums and galleries 
dress up in rainbow colours on the occasion of Copenhagen 

Pride Week, and this year is no exception. More specific 
events such as the queer night in Glyptoteket can be found 

on the program pages, but both the National Gallery of 
Denmark, Copenhagen Contemporary and even Saint  
Stephen’s Church in Nørrebro invite you in for special  

exhibitions all through Pride Week.
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Artist duo Elmgreen & Dragset challenge 
our habitual ideas about ‘home’ with the 
exhibition There I belong in the national 

Gallery of Denmark. The masterpieces of Danish 
painter vilhelm hammershøi are presented 
in unconventional company, juxtaposed with 
international contemporary art. 
 
Hammershøi is famously known for his iconic 
scenes of semi-empty rooms, and Elmgreen & 
Dragset will peek through the windows into the 
perfect bourgeois homes where despair and 
misery can often hide behind the glossy surfaces.

 

Alongside own works by Elmgreen & Dragset 
are artists such as Louise Bourgeois, Monica 
Bonvicini, Thomas Ruff, Francesca Woodman and 
Njideka Akunyili Crosby. 
 
Where: National Gallery of Denmark,  
Sølvgade 48-50, 1307 Copenhagen 
 
When: Tuesday - Sunday in Pride Week from  
10:00 - 18:00 (Wednesday until 20:00).

There I Belong

Vilhelm Hammershøi, Interior in Strandgade, 
Sunlight on the Floor, 1901.



The young nomadic gallery- and exhibition 
platform Slowroom Contemporary has 
in collaboration with Stefanskirken (St. 

Stephen’s Church) in Nørrebro invited a string of 
contemporary queer artists to participate in the 
exhibition UNDER THE ANTI LIES THE BODY 
which will run during the Copenhagen Pride 
Week.

The exhibition presents a string of contemporary 
queer artists whom in their own work explores 
the physical body in context of personal 
relations, desire and the social and political 
climate on queer matters. The exhibition will be 
located in the heart of what may be considered 
one of the largest institutions of the world - the 
church. With the presence of the artistic voices 
in the church hall of St. Stephen’s Church, the art 
becomes larger than merely artistic practices, 
but witnesses to the political debate from within. 
In the midst of this noise, the work journeys into 
the question of whether there is a place for queer 
people in the holy church hall. And if there is, 
where in the church are these seats located?

Among the exhibiting artists are German 
photographer Florian Hetz and Danish 
photographer Birk Thomassen.

Where: Stefanskirken (St. Stephen’s Church), 
Nørrebrogade 191, 2200 Copenhagen

When: Tuesday - Sunday in Pride Week from  
10:00 - 16:00
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Copenhagen Contemporary at Refshaleøen 
presents the American filmmaker and visual 
artist Wu Tsang in the exhibition Diversity is 

Reality. 
 
In Tsang’s essay-film ‘Into a Space of Love’ from 
2018, queer, transgender and house music 
personalities talk about how they relate to house 
culture and music. The film examines how house 
music, like so many other movements, was created 
by communities of queer, brown, and black people 
and then appropriated by mainstream white 
cultures. 
 
The exhibition also includes the film Shape of a Right 
Statement from 2008, and both movies address vital 
aspects of Wu Tsang’s work, including the politics of 
visibility and appropriation – who speaks for whom; 
the ephemerality of community; and performances 
as modes of resistance.  
 
Where: Copenhagen Contemporary,  
Refshalevej 173A, 1432 Copenhagen 
 
When: Tuesday - Sunday in Pride Week from  
11:00 - 18:00 (Thursday until 21:00).

Diversity is reality
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+80 events about  
    human rights

We are proud to present to you our biggest 
human rights program ever during Copenhagen 
Pride Week 2019. We have done our best to 

put together a diverse and interesting program with a 
large number of both national and international activists, 
artists, debaters, teachers and keynote speakers. It is our 
hope that the program will contribute to a more nuanced 
insight and wider perspectives on gender, bodies, 
sexualities and norms. 

We are continuously working to improve representation, 
diversity and inclusion in our program and among our 
participants. As always our focus is the rights and well-
being of the rainbow community.

This year we have further expanded the program with 
more cultural events taking place at their very own venue 
at Huset-KBH in Rådhusstræde which will function 
as a Pride Culture House throughout the week. Every 
morning there will be good morning songs and every 
afternoon friendship dating takes place.

It is important that all of us experience a nice Pride Week 
and take care of one another in the best ways possible. 
Thankfully this is something we are already very good 
at, but still we would like to draw your attention to our 
ground rules for joining any human rights event on  
page 17.
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iAgain this year we have what we refer to as a BSP 
track (BSP meaning body- and sex-positivity), and 
this is the part of the program which centers around 

more sensitive and private subjects such as sexuality, 
sexual identity, the body and gender identity and all 
the experiences that go with that. Our BSP content is 
presented through workshops, debates, presentations 
and salons, and needless to say these activities can 
include very specific details about gender, bodies and 
sexual experiences. These kind of experiences can be 
sensitive for any individual to discuss and therefore need 
a more private atmosphere. This is why the format of our 
BsP events differ from the rest.

First and foremost all BSP events are safer space events 
and take place behind closed doors with no filming or 
photographing allowed. Unless otherwise stated all 
genders and sexualities are welcome. Lastly the following 
two specific BSP rules are to be respected:

Doors close when the event begins 
To avoid interruptions it will not be possible to arrive late 
for BsP events.

What happens in the room - stays in the room! 
Respect the discretion of all participants and do not 
discuss the event or mention personal information 
obtained from the event with people who were not 
present.

Breaking our rules can lead to expulsion. But enough 
with rules and regulations for now. Luckily we know 
from experience that the large majority of participants 
understand how to behave and know how to act in 
mutual respect and practice inclusivity.

We hope you will like our human rights program and we 
hope to examine and explore beyond the beaten path 
when it comes to LGBTQIA+ lives and activism. Bring 
a friend - or come by yourself. Meet new people, stay 
curious and open-minded. Together we are so much 
better. 

See you during Copenhagen Pride Week.

BSP = Body- and sex-positivity
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• No phobias and no shaming! This also includes 
homophobia, biphobia, transphobia, queerphobia, 
racism, ableism, sizeism and shaming of any sexual 
behaviour

• Avoid assuming anything about somebody’s 
gender, body or sexuality

• Respect people’s names and pronouns. In doubt - 
ask!

• No staring and no indiscretions

• If asked to avoid certain words or terms - do 
respect that!

• Remain conscious of your own privilege and 
position

• Do not question lived experiences

• Be open-minded, inclusive and respectful

for ParTiciPaTing in our HuMan rigHTs acTiviTies

GROUND rules



Malaco is proud to be an official Copenhagen Pride sponsor in 2019. All kinds of families 
are unique and none are alike. In Denmark, we currently have 37 different family units, 
and this diversity, community and sexual freedom is important to Malaco. Malaco’s Family 
Guf celebrates diversity and all families with five lovely bag designs for the many ways of 
being a family in Denmark.

We wish everyone a very colourful Pride.

Malaco celebrates
all kinds of families.
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QUIET ZONE
Do you feel like taking a break from 
all the noise, enjoy a little silence or 
maybe have a conversation in safe 
and quiet surroundings?

Our Quiet Zone is a get-away from 
the hustle and bustle where you can 
find peace and quiet in the midst 
of all the Pride celebrations. The 
zone is placed in a larger lounge-
ish room with the possibility of 
settling down in a more secluded 
part. A coordinator will be present 
at all times to enforce the rules of a 
safe space if necessary. Everyone is 
welcome.

The Quiet Zone 
can be found at DIS, 
Frederiksberggade 24,  
1459 Copenhagen.
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DaNISh 
SChl aGER QUEEN   

TO OPEN PRIDE WEEK

Since 1968 when the instant hit Arrivederci 
Franz meant the breakthrough for then 20-
year old Birthe Kjær, the singer’s popularity 
has only risen as the number one hits kept on 
coming. Besides Arrivederci Franz, immortal 
danish golden oldies such as Vi maler byen rød 
(We are painting the town red), Tennessee Waltz 
and Pas på den knaldrøde gummibåd (Beware of 
the bright red rubber boat) have made Birthe 
Kjær a household name and quite the national 
treasure among both younger and older Danes.

Birthe Kjær has been a contestant in the 
national selections for Eurovision Song Contest 
no less than 5 times, and in 1989 she won and 
was representing Denmark at the Eurovision 

Song Contest held in Switzerland where she 
came in third just after Yugoslavia and United 
Kingdom.

Despite many years of experience in the music 
industry, Birthe Kjær gets some sort of debut 
when she takes the stage on the City Hall 
Square on Tuesday 13. August at 19:45. This 
will be the very first time for the now 70-year 
old singer to perform during Copenhagen Pride 
Week, and alongside her Feel Good Band, 
Birthe Kjær will deliver an hourlong concert 
revisiting all the classics and golden oldies that 
the (Danish) audience will definitely know very 
well and sing along to.

The whole town is bound to be painted red, yellow, orange, green, 
blue and purple when the legendary Danish Schlager queen Birthe 
Kjær plays on Pride Stage with her Feel Good Band on the opening 

night of Copenhagen Pride Week 2019





TINa DICO  
UNDER THE RAINBOW

Thursday night on Pride Stage is all about spectacular live music with a lineup of both 
up-and-coming as well as more established artists performing live on stage for under the 

rainbow, serving amazing music in every colour of the rainbow. Headlining this year’s  
under the rainbow is one of Denmark’s best singer-songwriters Tina Dickow  

(known outside of Denmark as Tina Dico).

With the release of no less than 11 
albums within the last 14 years, the 
41-year old Danish singer-songwriter 

Tina Dico got her commercial breakthrough 
with the album In the Red from 2005 which 
gave us timeless hits such as Nobody’s Man and 
Warm Sand. In 2006 she was awarded Best 
Female Singer at the Danish Music Awards and 
since then she has received numerous awards 
including the Crown Prince Couple's Culture 
Prize as well as a handful of GAFFA awards.

Tina Dico has been showered with critical 
acclaim throughout her career, both for her 
live concerts as well as her studio albums, and 
her latest album from 2018, Fastland, was no 
exception. Danish newspaper Politiken called 
it an “energetic, extrovert pleasure” while the 
online music magazine GAFFA described it as 
being “in a league of its own”. 

Tina Dico (or Tina Dickow as Danes know her 
by) will go on Pride Stage with her band for a 
full concert on Thursday at 21:00, immediately 
after live performances by Lydmor, X Factor 
winner Kristian Kjærlund and Neigh. This year’s 
host for Under the Rainbow will be transgender 
model and actress May Simón Lifschitz.

For those who might not know her yet, or those 
who are in need of a Tina Dico revisit we have 
selected 10 songs that we believe you need 
to hear. This, of course, includes The Woman 
Downstairs which is a declaration of love to 
another woman.

10 TINa DICO mUST hEaRS

• Nobody’s Man

• You Wanna Teach Me To Dance

• The Woman Downstairs

• open Wide

• Warm sand

• Room With a View

• in the red

• Fancy

• Someone You Love

• on the run
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Tina Dico is headlining  Under the Rainbow 
2019 at Pride Stage on 15 August at 21:00



More info at copenhagenpride.dk.

VISIT OUR 
PRIDE STORE
AT PRIDE SQUARE



More info at copenhagenpride.dk.

OR GO TO OUR WEBShOP 
Buy CPH Pride x Mads Nørgaard Pride Wear, flags, 
chargers, pins and wristbands in our copenhagen 
pride Store at the city hall Square from 13. - 17. 
august - or visit our webshop at miinto.dk.

all or parts of the proceeds go directly to  
copenhagen pride.
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mOThER haS aRRIVED!

D
rag Night 2019 has searched 
through New York for a headlining 
queen and brought Vivacious 

from RuPaul’s Drag Race season 6 to 
Copenhagen. Known for her out of the 
ordinary headpiece named Ornacia and her 
entrance quote Mother has arrived, it is an 
experienced queen who will sashay on to 
Pride Stage on Friday August 16 to share 
the catwalk with more than 20 other both 
queens and kings who are in the show this 
year.

The now 45-year old Jamaican drag queen 
was one of the original New York City club 
kids back in the 90s and while she only got 
to be on 3 episodes of RuPaul’s Drag Race 
before being eliminated after losing the lip 
sync battle to April Carrión, she was never 
forgotten by her fans and the many Drag 
Race viewers.

And now she will be here in Copenhagen to 
receive a warm and really loud welcome on 
the City Hall Square for Drag Night 2019. 

Again this year Drag Night will be steered 
with loose wrists and bitchy comments by 
hostess Megan Moore, and the audience 
can also  look forward to seeing drag 
kings on stage this year - and of course an 
extravagant selection of the biggest and 
best Danish drag queens.

The hugely popular Drag Night goes down on Friday night 
during Pride Week and this year Copenhagen Pride guests will 
be honoured with the presence of a real living legend known 
from RuPaul’s Drag Race season 6. Yes, you guessed it. Mother 
has arrived. Vivacious is this year’s international super queen 
on Pride stage.
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ThESE WIll alSO BE 
ON STaGE

sara Bro

Our Pride Show host this year is tv and radio host 
Sara Bro who currently has her own talkshow on 
DR2 and is also a familiar voice from radio channel 
P3. She has been hosting numerous tv shows in the 
past and published her book The diary of Sara Bro in 
2004, which dealt with her being diagnosed with 
breast cancer.

01. lydmor

Electronic pop sensation and singer Jenny 
Rossander, known by her artist name Lydmor, has 
returned to Denmark after touring both Asia and 
Europe. On Thursday evening she performs for 
Under the Rainbow and you can expect mesmerizing, 
storytelling electropop and a fabulous show which 
transcends both formalities and norms.

Jonas Hedqvist

Swedish Jonas Hedqvist is back on Pride Stage 
Wednesday night where he will be hosting From 
Sweden With Love. Expect the best of everything 
from the other side of the Øresund Bridge 
including allsång (traditional Swedish sing-along), 
Swedish-themed bingo and the best and biggest 
Swedish pop and Eurovision songs.

02. Zayn Phallic

British Drag King Zayn Phallic will be on stage 
Friday night when Drag Night 2019 makes the 
catwalk tremble underneath the weight of both 
kings and queens. Zayn is the founder of the KOC 
initiative (Kings of Colour) which works to ensure 
more diversity and a better representation within 
the world of drag.

Besides the main draws this year, you can also experience these (and many other) 
magnificent artists, activists and personalities during 
Copenhagen Pride Week.

03. o/rioH

Danish queer artist and producer O/RIOH 
accelerates the lesbian revolution in Denmark and 
consistently challenges the patriarchal structures 
and norms in the music industry as well as in society. 
On Saturday at 17:00 she is the opening act of this 
year’s Pride Show.

04. May simón lifschitz

our host for Under the Rainbow on Thursday evening 
is model and actress May Simón Lifschitz who is 
half Danish and half Argentine. In 2015 she became 
the first transgender model to be on the cover of a 
Danish fashion magazine.
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06. robin skouteris

DJ Robin Skouteris is back and we are 
delighted that he will once again be the 
closing act on Saturday night. If you have 
experienced Robin Skouteris during 
previous Pride Weeks you will know that 
his unique mix of music and visuals is the 
perfect combo for a hot Summer party on 
Pride Square. Expect a pop explosion!

07. neigh

24-year old Patrick Slivsgaard Christensen, 
known by his artist name Neigh, is a true 
do it yourself kind of person who makes 
uncompromising music that opens up to 
the heart. Expect mesmerizing vocals and 
love songs that are both universal as well 
as dealing with themes such as being young 
and gay. Neigh goes on stage Thursday 
night at 20:00. 

08. lydia

Despite har young age 17-year old Lydia 
was recently signed to Universal Music. 
Her talent with the piano is remarkable 
and she herself has dreamed of playing 
at Copenhagen Pride. her best friend is 
transgender and since kindergarten they 
have sticked together through thick and 
thin and good and bad. Now Lydia’s wish is 
coming true, and you can see her perform 
live on stage on Saturday at 17:25.  
Photo by Philip Temple

09. rebecca lou

With songs such as Bªtch U Look Good and I Wanna Be Your 
Everything Rebecca Lou has kicked ass both in the music industry 
and in the national gender debate. After a rough childhood in the 
islands of Lolland-Falster and the feeling of being an outsider, 
self-damage and body-shaming influenced her teenage years, 
Rebecca Lou has made it her calling to be open and honest about 
her experiences and inspire others to come out on the other 
side. The seriously asskicking and yet vulnerable musician can be 
experienced on Pride Stage on Saturday at 19:40.

Megan Moore

Once again your Drag Night hostess will be Megan Moore which is like a 
guarantee that the show will be anything but dull. Since Megan Moore had 
her drag debut at 16 years of age her career took off making her one of 
Denmark’s best and most entertaining queens.

05 Kristian Kjærlund

The winner of Danish X Factor 2019 and a bright synth and indiepop 
talent who can’t wait to be the opening act for Under the Rainbow on 
Thursday at 18:30. The 23-year old Kristian Kjærlund has worked 
constantly since X Factor to further refine his skills and the result will  
be all ours to enjoy during Pride Week.
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FEEl lIKE aDDING lGBTQIa+ lIVES 
aND STORIES TO ThE CUlTURal 
aGENDa all ThROUGh  
ThE yEaR?

Then you just might be one of the volunteers we are looking for to join our new culture team.

About you:

• You are eager to start more LGBTQIA+ conversations in the cultural area all year round. 

• You have some experience with cultural events and a creative network

• You feel like being part of the organisation Copenhagen Pride

• You possess a norm critical, feminist and intersectional approach to communication

• You are able to attend the monthly team meeting during a weekend and you can join us during 
Winter Pride Week and Copenhagen Pride Week.

If you recognise yourself in the above then we would love to hear from you. Write to our cultural 
coordinator Charlotte on kultur@copenhagenpride.dk and include some words about you and your 
motivation for joining us. You are also welcome to include some examples of cultural cooperations 
and initiatives that you feel Copenhagen Pride ought to work towards.

We welcome your application without regard to race, color, age, gender identity/expression, sexual 
orientation, disability or national origin etc.

Deadline: august 30, 2019.

Copenhagen Pride makes activities and events for the LGBTQIA+ community and actively take part in 
relevant contexts that help to ensure visibility, understanding and tangible results. 

Our vision is to create a world where everyone can love and live freely and in safety.

Copenhagen Pride is a listening and norm-critical organisation with inclusion as a core value. We are 
politically active and strive to influence both public opinion and debate. Our flagship is the annual 
Copenhagen Pride Week in August which is a celebration of the LGBTQIA+ community in the shape of a 
human rights festival with safe spaces and an environment where people are free to express themselves. 
Copenhagen Pride are politically independent and not affiliated with any political party.

We have created EIMI Love Edition products 
to celebrate Pride and spread the love 

— can be bought in selected Wella salons.
For every sold product we will donate 

2,- to the Pride Solidarity Fund.

#PrideInMyHair  @WellaNordic 
Follow @WellaNordic for updates and information.

TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR HAIR - GET YOUR HAIR STYLED FOR FREE 
Come and visit us in our STYLING TENT Thursday and Friday the 15th and 16th of August at Pride Square  

from 12.00-23.00 and get your hair styled for free! Do you feel like your styling is worth a donation 
– please make your donations to CphPride, MobilePay 79468. See you!
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GET REaDy 
For CoPEnhAgEn 2021

Copenhagen 2021 is the world’s first co-celebration of 
WorldPride and EuroGames. This global mega-event is 
expected to draw upwards of 750,000 guests over the 
course of August 12-22, 2021. 

Keep reading to learn more about some the things  
taking place.  

March for equality! 
At the massive WorldPride march, you can join tens 
of thousands of marchers from all over the world 
to show your support for love, inclusivity and equal 
rights. We expect more than half a million spectators 
to cheer from the sidelines as the 50,000 marchers 
make their way through the city. 

come together at copenhagen 2021 square 
The Copenhagen City Hall Square will be transformed 
into a rainbow-colored epicenter of top-notch stage 
performances – all free of charge and open to every-
one. With several nights of shows, we will showcase 
the best of Danish performing artists, feature the 
crème de la crème of LGBTQ icons and superstars, 
and host the biggest drag show in all of Europe! Pride 
Square will bring all guests together to honor LGBTQ 
history and culture smack in the middle of our city. 

Break a sweat at eurogames
On August 18-21, Pan Idræt will host the LGBTQ- 
inclusive sporting event EuroGames with 5,000 athle-
tes estimated to attend. The event will feature more 
than 25 disciplines, so there’s a good chance you can 
break a sweat doing your favorite sport. Furthermo-
re, there will be games for beginners and pros alike, 
and the organizers are looking at ways to ensure that 



GET REaDy 
For CoPEnhAgEn 2021

the games are inclusive of trans, non-binary and 
intersex folks. 

if you’re the artsy type 
In the many museums of Copenhagen, you can 
explore queer art that challenges our ideas of 
sexuality and gender and tell the story of our 
community’s fight for equality. Some of this art 
will be exhibited outside and around town to 
invite by-passers to reflect on our community’s 
impact over the years. 

it takes a village …
… to make sure everyone is included. That’s why 
we want several pride villages to pop up all over 
town, each of them catering to a specific part of 
our community. We want to establish a village 
that focuses on women, one for LGBTQ youth, 
one for rainbow families and several others. We 
know that gay men often dominate pride cele-
brations, and we want to make sure that all parts 
of our community can go somewhere to meet 
like-minded people. 

set the agenda
in addition to all the fun and games of Copen-
hagen 2021, we’re also hosting an international 
conference focusing on LGBTQ rights around the 
world. Policy and decision-makers, researchers, 
activists, thought leaders and philanthropists 
will gather in Copenhagen to discuss the future 
of our movement and how to push our agenda of 
equality forward. 

get educated
The conference may take place behind closed 
doors, but its themes and messages will come 
to life at our open-for-all democracy festival, 
featuring hundreds of talks, workshops, panels 
and debates. This festival will be brimming with 
clever points, bright minds and lively discussi-
ons to raise awareness on LGBTQ rights and the 
barriers our community still face here at home 
and abroad. 

Run your first 5K – or something else 
If you think participating at EuroGames might be 
a little too much for you, there’s still plenty of  



SUPPORT COPENHAGEN PRIDE  ¬  BUY YOUR DRINKS IN OUR BARS AT PRIDE SQUARE

MIX BAR

BUY 6
PAY FOR 5
OF BEER, CIDER AND BURN*

225,-
SAVE 45

*All drinks will be served in 40 cl. plastic cups

opportunities to get moving. Throughout Copen-
hagen 2021, there will be several pop-up leisure 
and sporting events that are open for everyone. 
Join us for yoga by the harbor, a 5K Pride Run, 
roller disco in the city’s streets, dodgeball in urban 
ball cages and many other events. 

Party like there’s no tomorrow
On every night of Copenhagen 2021, we’ll host an 
official signature party so that when Copenhagen 
2021 Square closes down in the evening, there’s 
always somewhere to go for those who want to 
party just a little longer. We will educate staff and 
volunteers at the party venues to make sure that 
these parties are safe spaces and free from any 
form of discrimination. 

WorldPride is hosted by Copenhagen Pride and 
licensed by InterPride. EuroGames is hosted by 
Pan Idræt and licensed by EGLSF. Both events are 
co-celebrated as Copenhagen 2021 in the cities of 
Copenhagen and Malmö on August 12-22, 2021. 

#Youareincluded!
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PROGRam OVERVIEW
TUESDay 13/08 WEDNESDay 14/08VENUE

13:30 - 13:45 
Opening speech for the human rights program 

 
14:00 - 14:45 

More sex = More happiness?

15:00 - 15:45 
When men feel ashamed

16:00 - 16:45 
The story about the racialized

17:00 - 17:45 
Norm-criticism for grown ups

18:00 - 18:45 
Family first

19:00 - 19:45 
Drags for beginners

DEBaTE TENT
HUMAN RIGHTS VENUE

mamma´S
HUMAN RIGHTS VENUE

14:00 - 14:45 
human rights through data

15:00 - 15:45 
CBs lgBTQiA+ thesis salon

hOVEDKaSSEN
HUMAN RIGHTS VENUE

15:00 - 15:45 
Facebook groups: Socialising and loneliness 

 
16:00 - 16:45 

How do we act now to end aids

17:00 - 17:45 
Drags in pride

18:00 - 18:45 
Norm-criticism for children

mOjO BlUES BaR
HUMAN RIGHTS VENUE

DIS
HUMAN RIGHTS VENUE

17:00 - 18:30 
Workshop: How do we talk to each other?

17:00 - 18:30 
Anal sex 101

17:00 - 18:30 
BDSM: Sex, consent and boundaries

19:00 - 20:00 
Meet an association: Asexual Association Denmark

19:00 - 20:30 
Trans/non-binary conversation salon

19:00 - 20:30 
Tantra workshop

14:00 - 14:45 
Police and hate crimes

15:00 - 15:45 
Pride: Commercial billboard or passion project? 

 
16:00 - 16:45 

Minority in the minority: 
LGBTQ with hearing impairment

17:00 - 17:45 
Inclusivity and diversity in sport

18:00 - 18:45 
A happy donor child

19:00 - 19:45 
Queer theology in conversation with feminism

14:00 - 14:45 
A surrogate opens up

15:00 - 15:45 
Women only communities

14:00 - 14:45 
LGBTI+ inclusive eldercare

15:00 - 15:45 
Gender-neutral traffic lights and other  

misunderstandings

16:00 - 16:45 
Solidarity in the community

17:00 - 17:45 
Brown and queer on TV - Where are we?

18:00 - 18:45 
CKi and transgender

17:00 - 18:30 
Safe space - Safe sex

17:00 - 18:30 
Sex-shaming

17:00 - 18:30 
Workshop: Self-pleasure

19:00 - 20:30 
Women-to-Women conversation salon

19:00 - 20:30 
Body and beauty ideals

19:00 - 20:30 
Meet an association: LGBT+ Youth

14:00 - 14:45 
LGBTQ associations: Can we unite diversity?

15:00 - 15:45 
Everyday life for transgender children and  

young people
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WEDNESDay 14/08 ThURSDay 15/08 FRIDay 16/08 SaTURDay 17/08

14:00 - 14:45 
Police and hate crimes

15:00 - 15:45 
Pride: Commercial billboard or passion project? 

 
16:00 - 16:45 

Minority in the minority: 
LGBTQ with hearing impairment

17:00 - 17:45 
Inclusivity and diversity in sport

18:00 - 18:45 
A happy donor child

19:00 - 19:45 
Queer theology in conversation with feminism

14:00 - 14:45 
A surrogate opens up

15:00 - 15:45 
Women only communities

14:00 - 14:45 
LGBTI+ inclusive eldercare

15:00 - 15:45 
Gender-neutral traffic lights and other  

misunderstandings

16:00 - 16:45 
Solidarity in the community

17:00 - 17:45 
Brown and queer on TV - Where are we?

18:00 - 18:45 
CKi and transgender

17:00 - 18:30 
Safe space - Safe sex

17:00 - 18:30 
Sex-shaming

17:00 - 18:30 
Workshop: Self-pleasure

19:00 - 20:30 
Women-to-Women conversation salon

19:00 - 20:30 
Body and beauty ideals

19:00 - 20:30 
Meet an association: LGBT+ Youth

14:00 - 14:45 
larm for lgBT rights

15:00 - 15:45 
Best practice in health care for trans persons 

 
16:00 - 16:45 

Inclusive activism in pride

17:00 - 17:45 
Minority stress

18:00 - 18:45 
Bierasure

14:00 - 14:45 
LGBTQ associations: Can we unite diversity?

15:00 - 15:45 
Everyday life for transgender children and  

young people

14:00 - 14:45 
Legal sex change for children and young people

15:00 - 15:45 
Invisible discrimination in the workplace

16:00 - 16:45 
Political health debate

17:00 - 17:45 
The ´two´sexes in the health care sector:  

Doctor consultation

18:00 - 18:45 
Meet the asexual spectrum

16:00 - 16:45 
Shame on you(r poem)

17:00 - 17:45 
Killjoy

18:00 - 18:45 
Is the gender and queer discourse too academic?

17:00 - 18:30 
Parents of transgender children

17:00 - 18:30 
Objectification: Am I a person or a thing?

17:00 - 18:30 
The gendered body

19:00 - 20:30 
Meet an association: FSTB

19:00 - 20:30 
Man-to-man conversation salon

19:00 - 20:30 
Name-workshop

14:00 - 14:45 
PrEP -  who will pay the price?

15:00 - 15:45 
From fetish to mainstream -

porn in a rainbow perspective 
 

16:00 - 16:45 
The right to asylum based on LGBT status

17:00 - 17:45 
Warren Kunce: Trans rights and parenthood

18:00 - 18:45 
Youth political debate

14:00 - 14:45 
Has the silver screen gotten a rainbow filter?

15:00 - 15:45 
Kemone Brown: When rape became acceptable

14:00 - 14:45 
information about lgBT+

15:00 - 15:45 
Do we even have the right to have children?

16:00 - 16:45 
How do we promote LGBT+ rights in  

foreign policy?

17:00 - 17:45 
Including intro programmes at universities

18:00 - 18:45 
The cost of discrimination

17:00 - 18:30 
Being out

17:00 - 18:30 
Fetish / Kink 101

17:00 - 18:30 
Meet an association: LGBT Asylum

19:00 - 20:30 
open relationships

19:00 - 20:30 
Kinky and trans
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PROGRam OVERVIEW
TUESDay 13/08 WEDNESDay 14/08VENUE

18:45 - 19:00 
Official opening speech 

 
TaKE mE BaCK TUESDay 

18:30 - 23:00 

As always, the opening of Copenhagen Pride 
Stage takes the shape of nostalgia when we 
present an evening brimming with musical 
renditions, Danish pop aka 'Dansktop' and 

hits you will no doubt be able  
to sing along to.

19:00 - 19:45 
Stockmann Stage 

19:45- 20:45 
Birthe Kjær & Feel Good Band 

21:00 - 22:00 
hvide løgne 

22:10 - 23:00 
David Bowie Tribute

PRIDE STaGE 
COPENHAGEN CITY HALL SQUARE

FREDERIKSBERG  
TOWN hall SQUaRE

FROm SWEDEN WITh lOVE 
19:00 - 23:00 

From Sweden With Love is a spectacular and 
interactive evening hosted by Jonas Hedqvist, 
where we celebrate the best of Swedish music 

as we party the night away for a great and 
important cause. Your host will be  

Jonas Hedqvist.

hUSET-KBh
HUMAN RIGHTS VENUE

17:00 - 17:30 
Friendship dating

18:00 - 20:30 
Pride table talk

19:00 - 20:00 
late blooming

17:00 - 17:30 
Friendship dating

19:00 - 20:30 
Love is simply love

20:00 - 22:00 
Rapolitics

21:00 - 22:00 
Working with LGBTI+ youth in Serbia
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WEDNESDay 14/08 ThURSDay 15/08 FRIDay 16/08 SaTURDay 17/08

17:00 - 17:30 
Friendship dating

19:00 - 20:30 
Love is simply love

20:00 - 22:00 
Rapolitics

21:00 - 22:00 
Working with LGBTI+ youth in Serbia

17:00 - 17:30 
Friendship dating

19:00 - 20:30 
The Intersex Diaries

21:00 - 22:00 
Short film program

UNDER ThE RaINBOW 
18:30 - 23:00 

Welcome to the big concert night of Pride 
Week where we bring fantastic live music 

into the spotlight in every colour of the 
rainbow and fill up Pride Stage with both up-
and-coming as well as widely known artists.

18:30 - 19:15 
Kristian Kjærlund feat. Anne rani 

19:15- 20:00 
Lydmor 

20:00 - 21:00 
neigh 

21:00 - 22:15 
Tina Dickow (Tina Dico)

22:15 - 23:00 
DJ Wonderboy Cph

17:00 - 17:30 
Friendship dating

20:00 - 23:00 
Pride X Artem signature night

DRaG NIGhT 
19:30 - 23:30 

Copenhagen Pride’s Drag Night is one of 
the biggest drag shows in the world. Yes, 

Henny… in the WORLD!!! The show itself 
is 4 hours long and there is around 15.000 

people in the audience. Nobody does
it bigger or better!

13:00 - 16:00 

COPENhaGEN PRIDE PaRaDE 2019

PRIDE ShOW 
14:00 - 23:45 

True to tradition Copenhagen Pride turns up 
the volume and puts on the enormous Pride 

Show at Pride Square. This year’s host will be 
Danish writer and tv host Sara Bro who will 

undoubtedly spread joy and love all over Pride 
Square and tie up the show on stage in every 

colour of the rainbow. 

14:00 - 15:10 
Warm-up with DJ Gul (DK)

 
15:10 - 15:20 

Prize award: Salmon of the Year 
 

15:20 - 16:30 
DJ Gul (DK) 

 
16:30 - 17:00 

Official Pride speeches 
 

17:00 - 18:00 
O/RIOH (DK)

Lydia (DK)
Carlo & Selma (IT/NO/DK) 

 
18:00 - 19:00 

Elba (DK)
Betty Bitschlap (DK) 

 
19:00 - 20:00 

DJ Nah Care (DK)
Rebecca Lou (DK) 

 
20:00 - 21:00 

Hoison Bascoe (TN/DK)
Yakuza (DK) 

 
21:00 - 22:0 

Bronx & Ashibah (DK)
Headling Act TBA 

 
22:30 - 23:45 

Robin Skouteris (GR)



TuesDaY 13/8

13:30 - 13:45 
oPening sPeecH for THe HuMan rigHTs  
PrograM 
Opening of this year’s human rights program by Copenhagen Pride. 
Language: Danish.
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

14:00 - 14:45 
More seX = More HaPPiness?
Our culture often assumes that sex is a prerequisite for a happy life and that 
the more sex you have, the happier you are. In the Asexuals Association 
Denmark, we know that the intertwining of sex and happiness can make life 
difficult if your sex drive doesn’t match the norm. We will discuss ‘more sex = 
more happiness’ among people with different sexual orientations. Language: 
Danish.
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

14:00 - 14:45 
HuMan rigHTs THrougH DaTa 
Human rights are protected by means of conventions and the associated 
instruments such as courts and committees. These instruments generate an 
overwhelming amount of recommendations and critical remarks in regard 
to the participating nations. This is central to the formalised conversation 
on human rights. It may seem a resort for paper tigers - can they be tamed?   
Language: English.
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

15:00 - 15:45 
WHen Men feel asHaMeD 
Many young people experience feeling wrong in the eyes of others if their 
sexuality or gender identity looks different from others’, and sometimes, 
this shame becomes a part of their life. Shame hurts the individual as well 
as relations between people. In this panel, we will talk about this shame 
in the context of men who have sex with men. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

15:00 - 15:45 
faceBooK grouPs:  
socialising anD loneliness 
Loneliness is a big problem for many rainbow persons, but with the advance 
of social media, a range of groups for rainbow people have emerged. We 
have invited some of the groups’ creators for a talk about how online 
communities can create important social spaces and how we can use these 
spaces. Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

15:00 - 15:45 
cBs lgBTQia+ THesis saloon 
This is a combined presentation and debate format where CBS students 
present projects/theses that contribute with insights into the topic of 
LGBTQIA+. The diverse and critical insights that the students bring to the 
table in projects and theses outline and challenge the normative societal 
structures and propose innovative solutions and ideas for LGBTQIA+ 
issues at hand. Language: English. 
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

16:00 - 16:45 
THe sTorY aBouT THe racialiZeD 
Ethnic minorities are often talked about and the conversations can often 
be rooted in prejudices. Using the voices of the racialized, we will talk about 
their stories and how they influence debates, activism and politics.  
Language: Danish.. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

16:00 - 16:45 
HoW Do We acT noW To enD aiDs? 
With the Sustainable Development Goals, the world has committed to end 
AIDS. It’s time to act now! UNAIDS estimates that 37 million people are 
living with HIV, the highest number ever, and stigma and discrimination 

continue to keep people from accessing vital health care services. The de-
bate will try to answer the question ‘What do we need to do to end AIDS?’. 
Language: English. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 17:30 
frienDsHiP DaTing 
Are you looking for new acquaintances and potential friends in the 
LGBTQ community? Then join Friendship Dating in Huset’s courtyard 
where we will facilitate different conversations to give you the oppor-
tunity to expand your network. Who knows? Maybe you’ll meet people 
you can relate to or who can expand your horizons. Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen 

17:00 - 17:45 
Drags in PriDe 
The Pride Movement was founded following the Stonewall Riots, where 
trans people and drag queens were a central driving force for the mo-
vement. In Denmark, the Gay Liberation Front were known for playing 
with gender expressions. Have we become too normative? Members of 
the local drag community will discuss why drag is more than lip syncs 
and high heels and why we need drag in Pride. Language: English. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 17:45 
norM criTicisM for groWn uPs 
We have been focused on norm criticism for children and young people, but 
how are we as adults dealing with it? This presentation is a short introduc-
tion to a norm critical discourse and will examine how norms regarding 
gender, sexuality and positions of minority can have a negative categorising 
effect on the way people approach others. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

17:00 - 18:30 
WorKsHoP: HoW Do We TalK To eacH 
oTHer? 
We’re inviting you to a workshop about language and conversation. 
How do we debate, how do we call each other out, and how do we sup-
port each other? At many debates, ideas arise of how we evolve, support 
each other and improve representation. Let’s write these ideas down. 
Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
anal seX 101 
Curious about anal sex? Do you want to learn how about anal stimula-
tion and pleasure? At this workshop about anal sex, you will be guided 
through everything from how to get started, over the best techniques 
for rinsing and why lube is so important to what toys you can use. The 
workshop is open for everyone regardless of gender. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
BDsM: seX, consenT anD BounDaries 
To safely practice BDSM, you must have a trusting relationship and a 
good foundation. At this presentation, we will talk about boundaries 
and desires, and about the importance of communication in order 
to achieve a common understanding and a safe, positive experience. 
Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

18:00 - 18:45 
faMilY firsT 
At this debate, three brave parents with different histories, approaches 
and perspectives will take the stage to discuss challenges and strugg-
les. Sabaah wants to open this conversation to get an insight into their 
thoughts and considerations on the journey they’ve been on while 
embracing their children. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

hUmaN RIGhTS PROGRam
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TuesDaY 13/8

18:00 - 18:45 
norM criTicisM for cHilDren 
What does ’norm critical pedagogy’ <dette kaldes ogsaa ’anti-oppressive 
pedagogy’, men det er vist et mere akademisk udtryk, saa det er maaske 
bedre at holde sig til norm criticism?> mean? What are the arguments in 
favour of being norm critical in your pedagogical work and in raising your 
children? How can you practically work norm critically with children and 
young people? How do Danish and international regulations support norm 
critical perspectives? And why is there so much resistance against these 
perspectives?  Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

18:00 - 20:30 
PriDe TaBle TalK 
How do we perceive gender in 2019? How do gender norms impact your 
everyday life? In this Table Talk, we unite different perspectives on gender 
and explore the experiences and thoughts of participants. The evening will 
guide us through questions and facilitate conversations related to the to-
pic while sharing a simple meal in the cosy alley of Huset. Ticket informati-
on can be found on Facebook. Food is included in the price.  
Language: English.
Location: Huset-KBH (Brændevinsgården), Rådhusstræde 13,  
1466 Copenhagen

19:00 - 19:45 
Drag for Beginners 
We’re inviting you to the workshop ’Drag for beginners’. Would you like to 
be transformed into a drag queen or drag king? Join us and meet some of 
Copenhagen’s popular drag queens and kings and learn about everything 
from tucking, contouring and makeup for queens to binders, packing and 
makeup for kings. Language: English. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

19:00 - 20:00 
MeeT an associaTion:  
aseXual associaTion DenMarK 
Stop by and meet Asexual Association in a relaxed setting where you have 
the opportunity to learn more about the association and its work. 
Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:00 
laTe BlooMing 
”I’ve lived two lives. One as a husband and father, and another where 
I could be myself in glimpses.’ As a young man, Jørgen falls in love with 
another man, but the fear of exclusion makes him marry a woman. He is 
80 years old when he comes out. Now he’s 95 and tells us about his life. A 
sound story about denial, love and liberation. Limited number of seats – 
first come first served. Language: Danish. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the cinema), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
Trans/non-BinarY conversaTion salon 
This conversation salon will focus on being trans or non-binary. A panel 
will share their own stories, and the audience are encouraged to ask 
questions, share experiences and put into words the thoughts you might 
have when you’re trans/non-binary. It may be about health, taboos, shame, 
prejudices or experiences with erasure. It will be possible to ask questions 
anonymously in writing. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
TanTra WorKsHoP 
At this workshop, we will focus on bodily awareness. A short theoretical 
introduction will be followed by exercises and body awareness games with 
a focus on closeness, touch and massage. We will focus on listening to our 
own body, daring to explore it, setting boundaries and expressing wishes 
and desires. All LGBTQ persons are welcome. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen
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A

18:45 - 19:00 
official oPening sPeecH
Copenhagen Pride’s chairperson Lars Henriksen opens Pride Week 2019

18:30 - 23:00 
TaKe Me BacK TuesDaY
As always, the opening of Copenhagen Pride Stage takes the shape of 
nostalgia when we present an evening brimming with musical renditions, 
Danish pop aka 'Dansktop' and hits you will no doubt be able to sing along 
to.

This year, we are extremely proud to present all of Denmark’s undefeated 
Dansktop Queen Birthe Kjær as the headline act. Birthe Kjær takes the 
stage and paints the city rainbow coloured along with her Feel Good Band 
around 19:45.

PRIDE STaGE lINE-UP
19:00 - 19:45 

stockmann stage

19:45 - 20:45 
Birthe Kjær & feel good Band

21:00 - 22:00 
Hvide løgne

22:10 - 23:00 
David Bowie Tribute

Proudly supported by

Birthe Kjær & feel good Band 
19:45 - 20:45,
Pride stage

TuesDaY 13/8 TaKE mE BaCK TUESDay IS PROUDly SUPPORTED By NETTO



A

08:30 - 09:00 
Morning song 
As a nice start to the day, Copenhagen Pride and Huset invites everyo-
ne for morning song and coffee in Huset’s courtyard. Come by yourself 
or bring a friend and join us in greeting the day with song. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13,  
1466 Copenhagen

14:00 - 18:00 
unDer THe anTi lies THe BoDY 
Vernissage of the queer exhibition UNDER THE ANTI LIES THE BODY 
which is an artistic collaboration between the gallery and exhibition 
platform Slowroom Contemporary and St. Stephen’s Church. Artists 
include German photographer Florian Hetz and Danish photographer 
Birk Thomassen. The exhibition is open daily throughout Pride Week 
between 10 am - 4 pm. 
Location: Stefanskirken (St. Stephen’s Church), Nørrebrogade 191,  
2200 Copenhagen N

17:00 - 19:00 
fucKing ÅMÅl 
Experience the Swedish cult movie dramatized. A coming of age play 
about two girls standing up for who they are. Welcome to Fucking 
Åmål. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents this award-winning play by Teater 
HiLS DiN MOR and Teater Vestvolden. 
Language: In spoken Danish without subtitles. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

19:00 - 19:45 
Karina WilluMsen:  
Bli’ lesBisK nu - suMMer Tour 
Political satirist Karina Willumsen will visit Copenhagen Pride with 
her cutting political satire. Her music and lyrics revolve around LGBT+, 
feminism, love and class struggle, and in 2018, she was nominated for 
a Rainbow Award for ‘Song of the Year’. Bli’ lesbisk nu (Become a Lesbi-
an Now) Summer Tour Concert is Karina Willumsen’s last announced 
concert in Copenhagen this summer. Language: Danish. 
Location: Huset-KBH (Musikcaféen), Rådhusstræde 13,  
1466 Copenhagen

20:00 - 22:00 
fucKing ÅMÅl 
Experience the Swedish cult movie dramatized. A coming of age play 
about two girls standing up for who they are. Welcome to Fucking 
Åmål. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents this award-winning play by Teater 
HiLS DiN MOR and Teater Vestvolden. 
Language: In spoken Danish without subtitles. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

20:30 - 22:30 
Priscilla, Queen of THe DeserT 
Huset’s Cinema is screening the classic Priscilla, Queen of the Desert. 
Unplug, shut off your brain and enjoy a silly queer film. Limited seats – 
first come first served. Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the cinema), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

21:00 -  
ricKY & irMa 
These two time-worn ladies discharge their energy with a fabulous 
drag show. The most experienced (ancient) drag queens in town. Table 
reservation for dinner (bring your own food) before the show can be 
made by writing to mail@centralhjornet.dk. 
Location: Centralhjørnet, Kattesundet 18, 1458 København K

EVENTS
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Karina Willumsen: Bli' lesbisk nu - summer Tour
19:00 - 19:45 

Huset-KBH
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14:00 - 14:45 
Police anD HaTe criMes 
Hate crimes are a particular form of crime. We will start from the procedu-
res that police work under when dealing with hate crimes, as well as the lack 
of standardisation of these procedures across districts, and we will discuss 
the challenges faced and their possible solutions.  Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

14:00 - 14:45 
a surrogaTe oPens uP 
With surrogacy, the biggest objections seem to stem from the fear that 
either the pregnant woman is forced to do it, or that she’ll regret it. Hear a 
surrogate talk about her experiences. Language: Danish.

Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

14:00 - 14:45 
lgBTi+ inclusive elDercare 
Older LGBTI+ people often face specific challenges, but staff working in 
home care and residential homes are usually not instructed in LGBTI+ 
persons’ special needs. Which role do the educational institutions, health 
care professionals, municipalities, and politicians play in securing LGBTI+ 
friendly eldercare?  Language: English.
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

15:00 - 15:45 
PriDe: coMMercial BillBoarD or  
Passion ProJecT? 
More and more businesses and political parties are flying rainbow flags. 
But are they supporting Pride for the right reasons, and will they remem-
ber that LGBTQ issues are still important after the end of the week? Meet 
Senior Vice President of Corporate Strategy and Stakeholder Relations at 
Ørsted Jakob Askou Bøss and the Social Democratic Party’s Vice Chair-
person Mogens Jensen for a talk about ‘LGBTQ washing’ and why diversity 
and inclusivity are important. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

15:00 - 15:45 
genDer-neuTral Traffic ligHTs anD oTHer  
MisunDersTanDings 
Earlier this year, a fierce debate about gender-neutral traffic lights hit 
the media. But do non-binary people actually want gender neutral traffic 
lights? What kind of challenges does this group of people face, and what 
does it really mean to be non-binary? We’ll be talking to the people who 
the traffic light debacle was about, but who were never heard.  
Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

15:00 - 15:45 
WoMen onlY coMMuniTies 
We’ve previously had discussions about how and why women are under-
represented in most LGBTQ communities and groups and how this can be 
changed. This year, we’re inviting you to a conversation about what women 
only communities and women only spaces can do and why they are necessa-
ry. Language: Danish. 
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

16:00 - 16:45 
MinoriTY in THe MinoriTY:  
lgBTQ WiTH Hearing iMPairMenT 
All rainbow people should be part of the conversation when it concerns 
our community, but is it always accessible for everyone? How do rainbow 
persons with hearing impairments experience accessibility, and what other 
challenges does this group face? We’ll turn the issue on its head and let 
the panel discuss in sign language while a sign-to-speech interpreter will 
interpret for the audience.  Language: In sign language and Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

16:00 - 16:45 
soliDariTY in THe coMMuniTY 
What is solidarity? Who shows solidarity with whom? When are we 
not solidary enough? We have invited a panel of guests to discuss how 
they experience solidarity in the LGBTQ community. This year, we’ll 
focus on people with functional impairments. Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 17:30 
frienDsHiP DaTing
Are you looking for new acquaintances and potential friends in the 
LGBTQ community? Then join Friendship Dating in Huset’s courtyard 
where we will facilitate different conversations to give you the 
opportunity to expand your network. Who knows? Maybe you’ll meet 
people you can relate to or who can expand your horizons.  
Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13,  
1466 Copenhagen

17:00 - 17:45 
inclusiviTY anD DiversiTY in sPorT 
With a panel of athletes and sport leaders, we will look at how we can 
embrace diversity and create more inclusive spaces for LGBTQ people. 
We will talk about safety to be open about who you are, changing 
rooms and coaches and leaders’ need for further training or courses in 
inclusive communities. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

17:00 - 17:45 
BROWN AND QUEER ON TV – WHERE ARE WE? 
During the last year, we’ve seen more minority ethnic actors in Danish 
TV series, but where are the brown queers? What does representation 
mean when it comes to changing opinions in society and what potenti-
al does the media hold? What does it mean to tell the minority ethnic 
LGBT+ story in Danish (pop) culture.  Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 18:30 
safe sPace - safe seX 
Often, we are only taught about protection for penetrative sex, and 
it is hard to know where to find information about safe sex for other 
sexual activities. We will talk about what safe sex means; consent, sa-
fety, communication, protection, hygiene etc. There are many forms 
of protection that are not taught and we want to change that from a 
norm critical perspective. Language: Danish.
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
seX-sHaMing 
Many of us have experienced it, but why does sex shaming exist? 
Our panel looks closer at what kinds of sex shaming people expe-
rience, what it is like to experience it and what we can do to stop 
it. The panel will share their own experiences and the audience are 
welcome to contribute. Language: Danish.
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
WorKsHoP: self-Pleasure 
It can be difficult to remember to focus on yourself when you’re looking 
for the right partner and sex. Join us when Tonny, sexologist for the Aids 
Foundation, teaches us to also look inwards and getting to know oursel-
ves. This workshop will include audience questions and reflections. You 
won’t be put on display, but you should be ready to actively take part in 
order for everyone to enjoy the workshop. Language: Danish.
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen
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18:00 - 18:45 
a HaPPY Donor cHilD 
Can you be happy if you’re a child of an anonymous donor? That’s a 
question that donor child Emma Grønbæk is often asked. Hear Emma’s 
story and her experience that it is often viewed as taboo to be a happy 
donor child. You will also meet Liza Diers who lives in a rainbow family 
with three donor children. What is it like to be a rainbow family and 
what questions is she asked most often? Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

18:00 - 18:45 
cKi anD TransgenDer 
CKI (Centre for Gender identity) are happy to treat non-binary per-
sons as long as they fit into a binary understanding of gender. We will 
shed light on non-binary individuals’ experiences with CKI, what kind 
of treatment they would like and how it doesn’t fit into CKI’s standards 
and boxes. We discuss possible solutions that can ensure a better 
experience with the system for non-binary people. Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

19:00 - 19:45 
Queer THeologY in conversaTion  
WiTH feMinisM 
Three women who work with feminism and sexuality in their own 
ways will discuss gender and body and how belief always relates to the 
reality in which it exists. This conversation will look at art and suggest 
other ways to understand Christianity than what conservative Christi-
anity presents. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

19:00 - 20:30 
WoMan-To-WoMan conversaTion salon 
At this conversation salon, we focus on what it means to be a woman 
who loves women. The panel will share their own stories and the 
audience are invited to ask questions, share their experiences and 
put into words the thoughts you might have if you’re a woman who 
likes women. It might be about health, taboo, shame, prejudices and 
experiences of erasure. It will be possible to ask anonymous questions 
in writing. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
love is siMPlY love 
When Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir became the world's first openly lesbian 
head of government in 2009 (and Iceland's first female Prime Minister) 

her relationship with novelist, playwright and former journalist Jónína 
Leósdóttir hit the news worldwide. Recently a short film about them was 
released and we invite you to a screening and a Q&A. Limited seats avai-
lable - first come, first served. Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the cinema), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
BoDY anD BeauTY iDeals 
A panel of men who represent normative masculinity will focus on the 
body and beauty ideals society expects us to live up to and the conse-
quences those ideals can have. What are the expectations of looks and 
behaviour and how does this affect one’s perception of self? We encourage 
a dialogue about what we do to ourselves and why and what it means to 
the individual. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
MeeT an associaTion: lgBT+ YouTH 
Stop by and meet LGBT+ Youth in a relaxed setting where you have the 
chance to learn more about the association and their work.  
Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

20:00 - 22:00 
raPoliTics 
RAPOLITICS fights for young people’s right to be heard. We use art and 
creative expression to share stories with the world. Whether they are 
oppressed artists under totalitarian regimes or proud queers in the streets 
of Nørrebro, there are always exciting stories. Join us on a trip where we 
zoom in on the stories while playing with words, lyrics and storytelling. 
Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (Balsalen), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 København K

21:00 - 22:00 
WorKing WiTH lgBTi+ YouTH in serBia 
Group "COME OUT" will present its work through two short documenta-
ries that discuss the position of young LGBTI+ people in Serbia and their 
parents. It is an opportunity to learn more about the situation of human 
rights of LGBTI+ youth in Serbia, discuss the opportunities that EU has 
brought and to discuss possibilities for cooperation. Limited seats avai-
lable - first come, first served. Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the cinema), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

a surrogate opens up
14:00 - 14:45
Mamma's
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19:00 - 23:00 
froM sWeDen WiTH love
From Sweden With Love is a spectacular and interactive evening 
hosted by Jonas Hedqvist, where we celebrate the best of Swedish 
music as we party the night away for a great and important cause. Your 
host will be Jonas Hedqvist.

The event starts off as a fun-filled Swedish ”förfest” (preparty). Bring 
your favorite bff’s when we turn Pride Square into a giant living 
room where you can join in on some traditional Swedish sing-a-
long (allsång), Swedish-themed bingo and test your Swedish music 
knowledge in our entertaining music quiz with live performances, 
where you can win anything from a song to a can of “surströmning”. 
Expect lots of Swedish Eurovision music, ranging from Abba and 
Carola to Loreen and Måns during this part of the show.

The preparty leads up to the main show and takes us from Swedish 
Eurovision hits to celebrating Swedish export pop successes such as 
Robyn, Avicii and Roxette as we turn Pride Square into a steaming 
dance party with some of Sweden’s hottest singers, dancers and DJs 
on stage.

Rumour has it you can expect both well-known and up-and-coming 
guest stars throughout the evening.

from sweden with love
19:00 - 23:00

Hosted by Jonas Hedqvist 

PRIDE STaGE

08:30 - 09:00 
Morning song 
As a nice start to the day, Copenhagen Pride and Huset invites everyo-
ne for morning song and coffee in Huset’s courtyard. Come by yourself 
or bring a friend and join us in greeting the day with song.  Language: 
Danish. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13,  
1466 Copenhagen

15:00 - 18:00 
geT an Hiv TesT 
Stop by the AIDS Foundation’s tent and get tested for HIV. You get the 
answer the following day.  
Location: AIDS-Fondet’s tent on Pride Square

17:00 - 18:00 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you 
an entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and 
inappropriate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water 
and cider will be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk 
or cAnal Tours’ Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
PriDe WalKing Tour 
Come for a hyggelig (cosy) 90 minute tour of Copenhagen and hear the 
long and colourful history of Queer Denmark, including the evolution 
of the gay civil rights movement and how it shaped Copenhagen into 
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one of the most gay-friendly cities in the world, plus highlighting bars, 
venues and some of the city’s best naughty places. We meet up by 
the steps in front of the City Hall. Price is 60 DKK. Look for the bright 
green umbrella. Language: English. 
Location: Rådhuspladsen (the steps in front of the city hall), 1599 Copen-
hagen

17:00 - 19:00 
fucKing ÅMÅl 
Experience the Swedish cult movie dramatized. A coming of age play 
about two girls standing up for who they are. Welcome to Fucking 
Åmål. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents this award-winning play by Teater 
HiLS DiN MOR and Teater Vestvolden.  Language: Danish. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

17:00 - 19:00 
THe BesT lgBT cHilDren’s BooK 
Who wrote the best children’s book featuring LGBT characters? The 
jury consists of children’s book author and screenwriter Kim Fupz 
Aakeson, illustrator and children’s book author Cato Thau-Jensen 
and editor at Gyldendal Sanne Paustian Billesbølle. The jury will 
announce the winner of Grundtvigsk Forum’s children’s literature 
contest, which was announced earlier this year, and which is aimed at 
3-6-year-olds. The only requirement to enter the competition was that 
the story must feature one or more LGBT people. Thus, the compe-
tition focussed on the lack of LGBT inclusive literature for children. 
During the award ceremony, we will be asking ‘What is good children’s 
literature?’ Author and former chairperson of Dansklærerforeningen 
Jens Raahauge, literary critic for Information Marianne Eskebæk 
Larsen and Kim Fupz Aakeson will each give a short presentation. We’ll 
celebrate the announcement of the winner with a glass of champagne. 
Free admission, but registration is necessary by 7th August at  
www.grundtvig.dk. 
Location: Vartov (Grundtvigsk Forum), Farvergade 27, 1463 Copenhagen

17:30 - 18:30 
PriDe run coPenHagen 2019 
For the first time ever Copenhagen Pride, Pan Idræt and Copenhagen 
Frontrunners invite you to Pride Run. The run is roughly 5 kilometres. 
The route will take you through several LGBT+ hotspots in Copenha-
gen and will be full of experiences that will appeal to your senses, brain 
and body. Participants will be divided into small groups during the run. 
You can walk or run – it is up to you. The run starts and ends on Pride 
Square. After the run, there will be drinks and some food for you to 
enjoy. You can read more about the event and sign up on Facebook in 
the group called: Løbeklubben Copenhagen Frontrunners. 
Location: Rådhuspladsen (City Hall Square), 1599 Copenhagen

18:00 - 20:00 
coMe see THe slM cluB 
Scandinavian Leather Men marks Pride Week 2019 with a 2 hour 
“open house” event. Many ask: What does SLM look like on the inside? 
Now you have the opportunity to come see for yourself. The bar will be 
open and board members will be there to show you around. Men only 
over 18 years.  
Location: SLM Copenhagen, Lavendelstræde 17 (back building),  
1462 Copenhagen

18:00 - 24:00 
clarion Drag Bingo 
Kick off your Pride week with a blast of a bingo night. Veninderne 
(The Girlfriends) are inviting you to Clarion Drag Bingo Extravaganza. 
We will be opening up our ballroom where Jumbo Jette, Miss Lucky 
and Athene Lady will take you through an amazing night with “Dinner 
and a show.” For only 160 DKK you can enjoy Veninderne’s favourite 
courses followed by a fabulous round of bingo. Our bar will of course 
offer delicious drinks at favourable prices. Find the event on Facebook: 
Clarion Drag Banko.  
Location: Clarion Hotel Copenhagen Airport, Ellehammersvej 20,  
2770 Kastrup

18:30 - 19:30 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you an 
entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and inappro-
priate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water and cider will 
be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk or cAnal Tours’ 
Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

20:00 - 22:00 
fucKing ÅMÅl 
Experience the Swedish cult movie dramatized. A coming of age play about 
two girls standing up for who they are. Welcome to Fucking Åmål. ‘U – 
teater for dig’ presents this award-winning play by Teater HiLS DiN MOR 
and Teater Vestvolden. In spoken Danish without subtitles.   
Language: Danish. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

21:00 - 23:00 
DRAG BINGO EXTRAVAGANZA – PRIDE EDITION 
If the summer has left you feeling a bit cold, please come closer – this will 
be HOT! Grab the sunscreen, sun hat and good mood when Copenhagen’s 
greatest drag invite you inside to entertain you with tales from the tropics, 
cool drinks and a game of bingo you won’t soon forget (even if you’ll want 
to). Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (Bastard Café), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

21:00 -  
Tine & TorBen 
Tine & Torben will entertain you for an evening full of gay-friendly hits 
and a voice out of the ordinary. It all goes down on Centralhjørnet’s grand 
stage. Table reservation for dinner (bring your own food) before the show 
can be made by writing to mail@centralhjornet.dk.  
Location: Centralhjørnet, Kattesundet 18, 1458 Copenhagen K
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14:00 - 14:45 
larM for lgBT rigHTs 
In collaboration with LGBT+ Youth and Sabaah, Ungdomsbyen (Youth City)  
and LGBT Denmark offer a new training package: LARM for LGBT Rights. 
LARM is short for Equality (Ligestilling), Recognition (Anerkendelse), 
Rights (Rettigheder) and Citizenship (Medborgerskab), and this is what we 
want students to reflect on to learn to include everyone, including LGBTIA, 
brown people and Muslims. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

14:00 - 14:45 
lgBTQ associaTions: can We uniTe DiversiTY? 
Based on the ethnographic material that he has collected for Dansk Fol-
kemindesamling, Ole Møller Markussen will give a presentation about the 
results and invite questions from the audience.  Language: Danish. 
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

14:00 - 14:45 
legal seX cHange for cHilDren anD  
Young PeoPle 
Transgender children and young people often experience awkward and 
humiliating situations because their social security number doesn’t reflect 
their gender expression. The possibility of legal sex change would mean a 
recognition of transgender children and young people’s identity and give 
them more freedom to live as the gender that corresponds to their identi-
ty, thus giving them a better life. Language: Danish 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

15:00 - 15:45 
BesT PracTice in HealTH care for  
Trans Persons 
In a conversation with Astrid Højgaard from Centre for Gender Identity, 
Aalborg University Hospital, we ask about her experiences starting the 
country’s newest treatment centre for transgender persons. What kind of 
considerations were made and how have they manifested? What has wor-
ked and what hasn’t? We will discuss a ‘best practice’ based on recognition 
and inclusivity. Language: Danish.

Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

15:00 - 15:45 
everYDaY life for TransgenDer cHilDren anD 
Young PeoPle 
What is life like in school or kindergarten and spare time for transgender 
children and young people? How do we ensure a life with acceptance and 
recognition for transgender children and young people? How do you chan-
ge your name? What is a binder? Where do you find likeminded people? 
Based on their own experiences, the panel will suggest answers and possi-
ble solutions for transgender children and young people. Language: Danish. 
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

15:00 - 15:45 
invisiBle DiscriMinaTion in THe WorKPlace 
LGBT+ people experience great challenges in the work force. The Union 
PROSA undertook a norm critical investigation that shows what invisible 
discrimination mechanisms are at play in the workplace. Do we need a 
three-part agreement for LBGT+ people? Why does no one demand better 
conditions for LGBT+ people in contractual negotiations? Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

16:00 - 16:45 
inclusive acTivisM in PriDe 
While enhanced social justice and human rights have been experienced by 
LGBTQI communities in some countries, rights are being eroded in others. 
This presentation will discuss inclusion of LGBTQI human rights issues and 
question how Pride organisations can utilise inclusive strategies to disrupt 
the spread of anti-LGBTQI sentiment. Language: English 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

16:00 - 16:45 
PoliTical HealTH DeBaTe 
We have invited a number of politicians to discuss LGBTQ health. He-
alth studies show that LGBTQ people are left behind, are often met with 
prejudice and do not always have full autonomy over their bodies. What 
will the politicians do to change this? What are the priorities and where 
do we need to make changes? Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

16:00 - 16:45 
sHaMe on You(r PoeM) 
People all over the world experience shame. Many LGBT+ peop-
le experience shame based on their sexuality or gender identity/
expression. Shame affects us, impairs us and for some, it is a lifelong 
companion. We have asked three writers to relate to ‘shame’ in their 
own literature. Language: Danish. 
Location: Mojo Blues Bar, Løngangstræde 21 C, 1468 Copenhagen

17:00 - 17:30 
frienDsHiP DaTing 
Are you looking for new acquaintances and potential friends in the 
LGBTQ community? Then join Friendship Dating in Huset’s courtyard 
where we will facilitate different conversations to give you the oppor-
tunity to expand your network. Who knows? Maybe you’ll meet people 
you can relate to or who can expand your horizons? Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13,  
1466 Copenhagen

17:00 - 17:45 
MinoriTY sTress 
LGBTQ+ people experience more discrimination and stigma than the 
rest of the population resulting in many not seeking help. LGBTQ+ 
people are commonly misunderstood and have resigned to explain 
their "different" lifestyle. These experiences of stigma are referred to 
as "minority stress". Language: Danish.  
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

17:00 - 17:45 
THe ’TWo seXes’ in THe HealTH care secTor: 
DocTor consulTaTion 
Meet norm critical doctors and health staff who work with the rainbow 
community’s issues and are open to gender diversity regarding their 
patients. With them, we will look at the prejudices their patients have  
and what barriers they meet when they, as health care professionals, 
escalate cases in the health sector. Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 17:45 
KillJoY 
We will examine the term killjoy and what it means. We will look at 
how to be a killjoy in practical terms. What happens when you point out 
heteronormativity, transphobia or racism at a family dinner, at work, or 
online? Language: Danish. 
Location: Mojo Blues Bar, Løngangstræde 21C, 1468 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
ParenTs of TransgenDer cHilDren 
As a trans person, it can be difficult to come out to your parent(s). 
Parents want the best for their children, and this can cause many 
concerns and questions. Often, parents don’t have anyone other than 
the child to share their thoughts with. At this event, a panel of parents 
of transgender children talk and answer questions. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
oBJecTificaTion: aM i a Person or a THing? 
Many LGBTQ people experience objectification. Can it be a posi-
tive experience? How do you handle being objectified when it is a 
negative experience? And how does it affect individuals when they 
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volt × copenhagen pride 
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are objectified? This presentation is a dialogue among people from the 
LGBTQ and kink communities with both positive and negative experien-
ces. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
THe genDereD BoDY 
Your bodily presentation and physical expression can affect how people 
in your surroundings read your gender. It can feel limiting in your everyd-
ay life, and in a sexual context, if your gender is misread. With a panel of 
people who have all experienced it, these challenges will be discussed. 
Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

18:00 - 18:45 
Bierasure 
Bisexuals and pansexuals are often forgotten in our debates, policies and 
ways of speaking. Why? How do we change this? We’ve gathered a panel 
of people who will talk about this. The debate is organised with the bi-po-
litical committee in LGBT Denmark. Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

18:00 - 18:45 
is THe genDer anD Queer Discourse Too  
acaDeMic? 
When talking about gender, a critique is often that the conversation is 
too academic. Thus, it is difficult for some people to gain acceptance if 
their gender is not within the binary understanding. For those that are not 
academic, these discussions can often go over their heads. This panel will 
pull the gender debate out of academia. Language: Danish. 
Location: Mojo Blues Bar, Løngangstræde 21C, 1468 Copenhagen

18:00 - 18:45 
MeeT THe aseXual sPecTruM 
In recent years, it seem more people have gained knowledge of asexuality. 
What many people don’t understand is that there are different ways of 
being asexual. Asexual Association Denmark wants to shed light on the va-
riety within the asexual community when it comes to romantic orientation, 
attitudes toward sex, intimate relations, experiences of sexual attraction 
etc. Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

19:00 - 20:00 
MeeT an associaTion: fsTB 
Stop by and meet the Association for Support of Transgender Children 
and Young People in a relaxed setting where you can learn more about 
the association and their work. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
Man-To-Man conversaTion salon 
At this conversation salon, we focus on what it means to be a man who 
loves men. The panel will share their own stories and the audience are 
invited to ask questions, share their experiences and put into words 
the thoughts you might have if you’re a man who likes men. It might be 
about health, taboo, shame, prejudices and experiences of erasure. It 
will be possible to ask anonymous questions in writing.  
Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
THe inTerseX Diaries 
A film screening of "The Intersex Diaries", where you can hear from in-
tersex activists and allies about what the future of human rights looks 
like for intersex people around the world. Take part in an Intersex 101 
session followed by an open Q+A session. Limited seats available - first 
come, first served. Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the cinema), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
naMe WorKsHoP 
As is the case with so many other things, we are named before we are 
able to agree or disagree and for some people, it means having a name 
that doesn’t match the person you are… and then what? We’re inviting 
you to a workshop where people who have been through this will 
share their experiences to inspire and reflect. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

21:00 - 22:00 
sHorT filM PrograM 
In collaboration with MIX and GLAS Foundation, we will show a 
selection of short films about people in the LGBTQ community. Limited 
number of seats – first come, first served.  Language: English. 
Huset-KBH (the cinema), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen
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PRIDE STaGE
18:30 - 23:00 
unDer THe rainBoW 2019
Welcome to the big concert night of Pride Week where we bring 
fantastic live music into the spotlight in every colour of the rainbow 
and fill up Pride Stage with both up-and-coming as well as widely 
known artists. 

We are more than proud to present as this year’s main draw one of 
Denmark’s very best and finest singer-songwriters: Tina Dickow 
(known outside of Denmark as Tina Dico). With hits such as Nobody’s 
Man, Open Wide, You Wanna Teach Me to Dance and Warm Sand she has 
established herself as one of the big names in Danish music, and Tina 
Dickow’s shining career has seen her being honoured with several 
well-deserved GAFFA awards and Danish Music Awards.

Tina Dickow takes the stage at around 9 pm, preceded by artists such 
as Lydmor, Neigh and Danish X Factor winner Kristian Kjærlund who 
have all come to Copenhagen Pride to serve you amazing music and 
lots of love. Hosting the show is Danish actress and model May Simón 
Lifschitz.

lINE-UP
18:30 - 19:15 

Kristian Kjærlund feat. anne rani

19:15 - 20:00 
lydmor

20:00 - 21:00 
neigh

21:00 - 22:15 
Tina Dickow (Tina Dico)

22:15 - 23:00 
DJ Wonderboy cph

Tina Dickow (Tina Dico) 
21:00 - 22:15
Pride stage
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08:30 - 09:00 
Morning song 
As a nice start to the day, Copenhagen Pride and Huset invites everyone 
for morning song and coffee in Huset’s courtyard. Come by yourself or 
bring a friend and join us in greeting the day with song. Language: Danish. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

15:00 - 16:00 
KinKs anD consenT 
Join a sex-positive debate with the AIDS Foundation and SLM where we 
discuss positive boundary testing, consent and safe sex. The debate will 
start with experiences from the kink communities about how to communi-
cate your boundaries in situations where you’re simultaneously exploring 
and experimenting with your sexuality. Language: Danish. 
Location: AIDS-Fondet, Vestergade 18E, 1456 Copenhagen

16:00 - 18:00 
geT an Hiv TesT 
Stop by the AIDS Foundation’s tent and get tested for HIV. You get the 
answer the following day. 
Location: AIDS-Fondet’s tent on Pride Square

16:30 - 17:30 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you an 
entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and inappro-
priate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water and cider will 
be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk or cAnal Tours’ 
Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
PriDe WalKing Tour 
Come for a hyggelig (cosy) 90 minute tour of Copenhagen and hear the long 
and colourful history of Queer Denmark, including the evolution of the gay 
civil rights movement and how it shaped Copenhagen into one of the most 
gay-friendly cities in the world. The tour will also highlight bars, venues and 
some of the city’s best naughty places. We meet up by the steps in front of the 
City Hall. Price is 60 DKK. Look for the bright green umbrella.  
Language: English. 
Location: Rådhuspladsen (the steps in front of the city hall), 1599 Copenhagen

17:00 - 19:00 
THe suMMer DaD caMe ouT 
A humorous play about a modern family. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents 
The summer dad came out by Teater HiLS DiN MOR and Folketeatret. A 
humorous and touching play about stepping into puberty, prejudices - and 
meeting your first love. Language: In spoken Danish without subtitles. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

17:00 - 21:00 
Queering THe MuseuM 
Join us during Copenhagen Pride when we transform The Glyptotek into 
a laboratory that will release our preconceptions about sexuality, gender 
and body and encourage new interpretations of Antique art. 
With the performance collective Disturbing Business, philosopher Denis 
Maksimov, professor in museology Michael Haldrup and dancer Lihn Le 
Tuyet, we will invite guests and statues into a speculative play with alter-
native futures through dance and dialogue. More info on The Glyptotek 
website 
Location: Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Dantes Plads 7, 1556 Copenhagen

18:00 - 19:00 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you an 
entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and inappro-
priate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water and cider will 
be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk or cAnal Tours’ 

Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

19:15 - 20:15 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you 
an entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and 
inappropriate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water 
and cider will be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk 
or cAnal Tours’ Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

20:00 - 22:00 
sTanD-uP: PriDe eDiTion 
Musikcafeen are opening its doors to a night of stand-up where 
American comedian Cindy Foster, among others, will make you laugh. 
Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (Musikcaféen), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

20:00 - 22:00 
THe suMMer DaD caMe ouT 
A humorous play about a modern family. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents 
The summer dad came out by Teater HiLS DiN MOR and Folketeatret. 
A humorous and touching play about stepping into puberty, prejudices 
- and meeting your first love.  
Language: In spoken Danish without subtitles. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

21:00 -  
TWo sausages WiTH THe WorKs 
Danish drag show. A swinging-along, singing-along show with the best 
(and not least the worst) of “Dansktop” pop. Release your inhibitions 
and sing along - that makes the night fun as ever. Table reservation for 
dinner (bring your own food) before the show can be made by writing 
to mail@centralhjornet.dk.  
Location: Centralhjørnet, Kattesundet 18, 1458 Copenhagen K

22:00 - 03:00 
slM BearD’s nigHT - PriDe 2019 
Are you a man with beard and a hairy chest? Then this night is definitely 
up your alley. SLM celebrate the natural masculinity and all the wonder-
ful beards. DJ Hanno Hinkelbein. Dresscode: Full beard. The event ends 
at about 3 am and you can enter until midnight. 
Location: SLM Copenhagen, Lavendelstræde 17 (back building),  
1462 Copenhagen K

canal Tours
16:30 + 18:00 + 19:15

Photo by 
Tobias Jørgensen
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14:00 - 14:45 
PREP – WHO WILL PAY THE PRICE? 
Danish Regions’ Health Committee announced that PrEP would be 
available in 2019 as a trial. The debate around PrEP is characterised 
by moral and economical assessments, so we’re asking the questions: 
Who will pay? What can we learn from leading countries? What should a 
permanent PrEP scheme look like? And what does it mean to be part of 
a ‘risk group’? Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

14:00 - 14:30 
inforMaTion aBouT lgBT+ 
Based on new teaching material about the challenges that LGBT+ pe-
ople face, we will discuss how to inform citizens about the conditions 
of LGBT+ people. How do we ensure understanding and knowledge 
about LGBT+ people in primary and secondary school, high schools 
and higher education? Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

14:00 - 14:45 
Has THe silver screen goTTen a  
rainBoW filTer? 
When streaming services have started tagging LGBT, does that mean 
that there is now more content featuring LGBTQ representation? Are 
some groups within the acronym represented more often than others 
are and are some consistently excluded? What kind of reality do movi-
es show and who gets casted? Language: English. 
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

15:00 - 15:45 
FROM FETISH TO MAINSTREAM –  
Porn in a rainBoW PersPecTive 
After years of being fetishized, LGBTQ people have started being 
positively included in mainstream porn. What does this mainstream-
ing of LGBTQ people’s sexuality and bodies mean combined with the 
increased accessibility of porn that reflects us? Can it be liberating and 
lead to a better self image? Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

15:00 - 15:45 
Do We even Have THe rigHT To Have  
cHilDren? 
Based on the question ‘is it a human right to have children?’, a panel 
will discuss different aspects of LGBT+ family formation.  
Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

15:00 - 15:45 
KeMone BroWn:  
WHen raPe BecoMes accePTaBle 
Female Oxygen have invited Kemone Brown to Copenhagen Pride. 
Brown is a human rights’ activist and writer from Jamaica. She works 
to bring light to corrective rape through a collection of testimonies in 
her book When Rape Becomes Acceptable. It’s not a pleasant read, 
but it is an important book, which Kemone has fought to get publis-
hed. Language: English. 
Location: Mamma’s, Regnbuepladsen 3-5, 1550 Copenhagen

16:00 - 16:45 
THe rigHT To asYluM BaseD on lgBT sTaTus 
According to the Refugee Convention you should be entitled to inter-
national protection if you risk persecution based on your sexual orien-
tation or gender. But in practice, it can be very difficult to get asylum. 
What can be done to increase the level of recognition of gender- and 
LGBT-based persecution as valid grounds for international protection. 
Language: English. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

16:00 - 16:45 
HoW Do We ProMoTe lgBT+ rigHTs in foreign 
PolicY? 
Through the years, we have seen how LGBT+ rights in developing countri-
es can be used in a game of foreign policy. How do we best promote LGBT+ 
human rights in foreign policy? We will discuss this with spokespersons 
from all across the political spectrum. Language: Danish. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 17:30 
frienDsHiP DaTing 
Are you looking for new acquaintances and potential friends in the LGBTQ 
community? Then join Friendship Dating in Huset’s courtyard where 
we will facilitate different conversations to give you the opportunity to 
expand your network. Who knows? Maybe you’ll meet people you can 
relate to or who can expand your horizons? Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

17:00 - 17:45 
Warren Kunce:  
Trans rigHTs anD ParenTHooD
Warren Kunce became the first transgender person with a male legal 
gender to give birth in Sweden where he was registered as his child's 
mother. After a legal dispute he became the first birth parent in the EU 
to be recognised as a father. He will talk about his decision to have a 
biological child and what it was like to go through that process in today's 
society. Language: English.
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square

17:00 - 17:45 
inclusive inTro PrograMMes aT universiTies 
The panel debate features both students and staff from across the 
Danish universities who will discuss how we can make both the intro 
programmes as well as student-life more inclusive. The intro programme 
will have an impact on the student-life to come. How can we secure a 
safe and inclusive welcoming of new students? Language: English. 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

17:00 - 18:30 
Being ouT 
Being out is important for many LBGTQ people, but we are all different 
and the choice to come out is different from one individual to another 
based on context. Why do we choose to come and be out and what are the 
consequences? A panel of people who have chosen to be out share their 
experiences and answer questions. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
feTisH/KinK 101 
Are you a budding fetishist? Or curious about kinks? What does it mean to 
be a fetishist or kinkster? How do you practice your fetish or kink? Where 
do you buy fetish clothes or kinky gear? What happens to a fetish party? 
We will attempt to answer these and many other questions at Fetish/kink 
101. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
MeeT an associaTion: lgBT asYluM 
Come and meet LGBT Asylum in a relaxed setting where you can learn more 
about the association and their work. Language: Danish og engelsk. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

18:00 - 18:45 
YouTH PoliTical DeBaTe 
We have invited some political youth parties to talk about LGBTI rights in 
Denmark. We will discuss where we are at this moment in time, where we 
want to be, and not least, what youth parties can do to help lift the LGBTI 
agenda? Language: Danish. 
Location: Debate Tent on the Rainbow Square
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18:00 - 18:45 
THe cosT of DiscriMinaTion 
Expulsions from educations, dismissals from employment and overall 
exclusion of LGBT+ persons are devastating and costly on a personal as 
well as societal level. What can the private sector do to promote LGBT+ 
rights? We have gathered voices from the private sector and civil socie-
ty to discuss this. Language: English 
Location: Hovedkassen, Copenhagen City Hall

19:00 - 20:30 
oPen relaTionsHiPs 
Whether you are familiar with open relationships and polyamory or 
you’re new to the concept and just curious, join the KSP workshop 
where we will discuss all the big and small questions about poly. We 
want to take a closer look at why more people are curious about 
succeeding in open relationships. The workshop hosts are poly, so the 
conversation will be based on a positive uplifting chat about why, how 
and much more. The event is part debate, part open and anonymous 
questions. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

19:00 - 20:30 
KinKY anD Trans 
What’s it like to be trans and kinky? Are there more challenges or do 
you have an advantage over cisgender people when navigating the 
Danish BDSM community? How do you handle kink and dysphoria at 
the same time? A panel will talk about these experiences. The event is 
for trans persons and their partners. Language: Danish. 
Location: DIS, Frederiksberggade 24, 1459 Copenhagen

20:00 - 23:00 
PriDe X arTeM signaTure nigHT 
This night is dedicated to young queers and features three artists from 
the LGBTQ community. ARTEM creates artistic experiences across 
genres and is a platform for non-established artists to share their 
works. Language: English. 
Location: Huset-KBH (Balsalen), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

Kinky and trans
19:00 - 20:30

DIS
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19:30 - 23:30 
Drag nigHT 2019
Copenhagen Pride’s Drag Night is one of the biggest drag shows in the 
world. Yes, Henny… in the WORLD!!! The show itself is 4 hours long 
and there is around 15.000 people in the audience. Nobody does it 
bigger or better!

This year we’ve invited VIVACIOUS from RuPaul’s Drag Race Season 6 
to headline our show and serve up some old school drag. Yes! Mother 
has arrived - and we are bursting with excitement. We’ve also invited 
drag kings Georgeous Michael and Zayn Phallic and almost 30 of the 
finest Danish drag performers, dancers and extras so there will be 
something for everyone. As always Drag Night is hosted by one of the 
biggest queens in Denmark, the beautiful, sassy and ever so talented 
Megan Moore.

Proudly supported by

PRIDE STaGE

lINE-UP:

vivacious from ruPaul's Drag race s06 
Georgeous Michael 

Jezebelle May Daniels 
Jaxie 

Denise DeLight 
Karli Kuff 

Zayn Phallic 
Megan Moore 

ion 
Brynhildr 

Harley Queen 
Dallas King 

Betty Bitschlap 
Chriss 

Di Di Cancerella 
Mel ooda 

Mizz Privileze 
Maranda ling ling Jones 

Annie Rection 
MC Jan9 

Bjarno 
Sascha Holiday 

+ flere.

Special performance by Priscilla Queens from  
Down Under feat. Laydee Kinmee.

DRaG NIGhT IS PROUDly SUPPORTED By 7-ElEVEN DaNmaRK friDaY 16/8

Drag night 
19:30 - 23:30 

Pride stage

vivacious
from RuPaul's Drag Race S06



08:30 - 09:00 
Morning song 
As a nice start to the day, Copenhagen Pride and Huset invites everyone 
for morning song and coffee in Huset’s courtyard. Come by yourself or 
bring a friend and join us in greeting the day with song. Language: Danish. 
Location: Huset-KBH (the courtyard), Rådhusstræde 13, 1466 Copenhagen

16:30 - 17:30 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you an 
entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and inappro-
priate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water and cider will 
be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk or cAnal Tours’ 
Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

17:00 - 18:30 
PriDe WalKing Tour 
Come for a hyggelig (cosy) 90 minute tour of Copenhagen and hear the long 
and colourful history of Queer Denmark, including the evolution of the gay 
civil rights movement and how it shaped Copenhagen into one of the most 
gay-friendly cities in the world. The tour will also highlight bars, venues and 
some of the city’s best naughty places. We meet up by the steps in front of the 
City Hall. Price is 60 DKK. Look for the bright green umbrella.  
Language: English. 
Location: Rådhuspladsen (the steps in front of the city hall), 1599 Copenhagen

17:00 - 19:00 
THe suMMer DaD caMe ouT 
A humorous play about a modern family. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents 
The summer dad came out by Teater HiLS DiN MOR and Folketeatret. A 
humorous and touching play about stepping into puberty, prejudices - and 
meeting your first love. Language: In spoken Danish without subtitles. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

18:00 - 19:00 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you an 
entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and inappro-

priate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water and cider 
will be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk or cAnal 
Tours’ Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

19:15 - 20:15 
canal Tours 2019 
The ultimate boat tour of Copenhagen where you’re guaranteed a nice 
start to the pride. Specially selected drag guides are ready to give you 
an entertaining experience you’ll never forget, with jokes, songs and 
inappropriate comments in classic cAnal Tour tradition. Beer, water 
and cider will be available at reasonable prices. Tickets via billetto.dk 
or cAnal Tours’ Facebook page. Price DKK 110 per person.   
Location: Ved Stranden 26, Kajplads 5 (Højbro Plads), 1061 Copenhagen

20:00 - 22:00 
THe suMMer DaD caMe ouT 
A humorous play about a modern family. ‘U – teater for dig’ presents 
The summer dad came out by Teater HiLS DiN MOR and Folketeatret. 
A humorous and touching play about stepping into puberty, prejudices 
- and meeting your first love.  
Language: In spoken Danish without subtitles. 
Location: Folketeatret, Nørregade 39, 1165 Copenhagen

21:00 -  
lars ouT louD 
Lars Out Loud is back on Centralhjørnet’s grand stage. An evening full 
of energy and world-class musical entertainment. Double bass, guitar, 
drums and a naughty song or two are in store. Table reservation for 
dinner (bring your own food) before the show can be made by writing 
to mail@centralhjornet.dk..  
Location: Centralhjørnet, Kattesundet 18, 1458 Copenhagen K

22:00 - 04:00  
full feTisH ParTY - PriDe eDiTion 
Full Fetish Party is a night in SLM where we go out in fetish gear. Strict 
dress code: No jockstrap or nudity - so find your sexy fetish outfit 
(leather, rubber, army etc). The event ends at 4 am - entrance possible 
until 2 am. Men only. 
Location: SLM Copenhagen, Lavendelstræde 17 (back building),  
1462 Copenhagen K
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The summer dad came out
17:00 + 20:00, Folketeatret

CPHPRIDE x maDs nøRgaaRD

support wear

in priDe store anD weBsHop
All proceeds go to Copenhagen Pride’s work with 

human rights and equality.

More info at copenhagenpride.dk.

t-sHirt 280,- HooDie 500,-

Hat 175,-
more colors available
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13:00 - 16:00 
coPenHagen PriDe ParaDe 2019

The highlight of Copenhagen Pride Week is by many considered to 
be the huge parade marching through the Danish capital on Saturday 
afternoon. 

The parade takes off from Frederiksberg Town Hall Square at 13:00 
and proceeds via Allégade, Frederiksberg Allé, Vesterbrogade, 
Hammerichsgade, Jarmers Plads and Vester Voldgade before reaching 
its final destination which is Copenhagen City Hall Square (Pride 
Square).

For spectators popular viewing spots include Frederiksberg Allé, Sankt 
Thomas Plads and vesterbro Torv.

14:00 - 23:45 
PriDe sHoW 2019

True to tradition Copenhagen Pride turns up the volume and puts on the 
enormous Pride Show at the City Hall Square (Pride Square) throughout 
Saturday afternoon and evening. This year’s host will be Danish writer and 
tv host Sara Bro who will undoubtedly spread joy and love all over Pride 
Square and tie up the show on stage in every colour of the rainbow.

Please note that the schedule below is approximate.

Proudly supported by

PaRaDEPRIDE STaGE

lINE-UP
14:00 - 15:10 

Warm-up with DJ gul (DK)

15:10 - 15:20 
Prize award:  

salMon of THe Year 
Awarded by LGBT Danmark

15:20 - 16:30 
DJ gul (DK)

16:30 - 17:00 
official Pride speeches 

 
17:00 - 18:00 
o/rioH (DK) 

lydia (DK) 
carlo & selma (iT/no/DK)

18:00 - 19:00 
elba (DK) 

Betty Bitschlap (DK)

19:00 - 20:00 
DJ nah care (DK) 
rebecca lou (DK)

20:00 - 21:00 
Hoison Bascoe (Tn/DK) 

Yakuza (DK)

21:00 - 22:30 
Bronx & ashibah (DK) 

Headlining act TBa

22:30 - 23:45 
robin skouteris (gr)

Photo by Tanya Randstoft

saTurDaY 17/8
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copenhage Pride Parade
13:00 - 16:00

11:00 - 13:00 
geT MaDe uP for THe ParaDe 
Rainbow, butterfly or rockstar? The Pride Parade snakes through 
Allégade right in front of Alhambra’s cosy garden. Stop by and let 
the makeup artists from Sminkehjørnet get you ready with glitter 
and colourful face paint before the street becomes one great big 
party. It’s free, especially for kids, and it’s first come, first served, 
so get there early before the parade starts at 13:00. 
Location: Alhambra, Museet for Humor og Satire, Allégade 5,  
2000 Frederiksberg

12:00 - 00:00 
cenTralHJØrneT’s PriDe sTreeT ParTY 
The entire Centralhjørnet team stand by to serve up beers, drinks, DJs and 
the traditional Pride party both inside the bar and on the street outside. 
Location: Centralhjørnet, Kattesundet 18, 1458 Copenhagen K

12:00 - 00:00 
sTuDiesTrÆDe sTreeT ParTY 
As always Studiestræde is closed for traffic and transformed into a fabu-
lous street party organised by the bars in the street. Expect DJs, beers, 
drinks and lots of love and pride. 
Location: Studiestræde, 1455 Copenhagen

22:00 - 05:00 
slM PriDe ParTY 2019 
After the parade and the Pride Show SLM open up the doors for the annu-
al Pride Party. Dresscode: Masculine outfit. The event ends at 5 am, last 
entrance at 2 am. Entry fee is 100 DKK and membership is not required 
this night. Men only 
Location: SLM Copenhagen, Lavendelstræde 17 (back building),  
1462 Copenhagen K

saTurDaY 17/8

sunDaY 18/8

14:00 - 16:00 
PriDe cHurcH service 
End Copenhagen Pride with the annual musical church service. Every year, 
we end the Pride Week with a church service with rhythmic music and as 
always: it’s inclusive and festive – with lighting the candles and a glass of 
bubbly afterwards. Everyone is very welcome. Meet the churches behind 
the parade group ‘Here comes the Holy’, the National and the Methodist 
churches, Sankt Jakob’s Church Youth Choir and priest Mia Rahr Jacobsen 
among others. 
Location: Sankt Jakobs Kirke, Østerbrogade 59, 2100 Copenhagen Ø
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sTArTing PoinT

FREDERIKSBERG 
TOWN hall SQUaRE
sTArTing TiME

13.00
ChECKPoinTs on

ThE ROUTE
ALLéGADE

FREDERIKSBERG ALLé

VESTERBROGADE

HAMMERICHSGADE

JARMERS PLADS

VESTERVOLDGADE

COPENHAGEN CITY HALL SQUARE

#ProudSponsorOfPride

ACCEPTANCE IS COOL!
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ACCEPTANCE IS COOL!
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Copenhagen Pride
is celebrating
WorldPride
#YouAreIncluded 


